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Regarding the curious business of the global Corona terror campaign, we (in Britain) are being 

deliberately bombarded and panicked with fake numbers that are insanely exaggerated. For a start, 

everyone who dies WITH  Coronavirus is being recorded as dying OF Coronavirus, although this is a 

farcical distortion of the truth. Below  is a snip taken from the website of the UK's  National Office 

of Statistics, where some very peculiar language indeed has begun appearing... 

  

A "Covid death" is (now) a death where the disease was "mentioned" on the death certificate. 

"Deaths involving Covid 19" (my emphasis) is now an official phrase, according to the ONS. 

 

Did you ever hear of "deaths involving a heart attack"? How about "deaths involving murder"? 

 

This is a transparent ruse to allow deaths from any cause (cancer, pneumonia, heart failure) to be 

classed as a "Corona death" -so long as "a doctor" says so. To add insult to this assault on the 

meaning of "death", the doctors concerned are given a get-out-of-misdiagnosis free card in the final 

paragraph : -a positive test is not required. 

 

 

 
 
   

This means a 99 year-old stroke victim with a history of heart disease and one functioning lung in 

intensive care due to pneumonia can  be listed as a "Covid death" if the doctor signing the 

certificate reckons he (or the nurse who last saw the patient alive)  can "detect" symptoms that 

resemble Coronavirus. (To rub this point home, Corona virus symptoms can be indistinguishable 

from -for example,-pneumonia, as stated by the ONS itself).   

 

In other words,"Covid death" can [AND WILL] be recorded when 

(a) there is zero hard evidence that the patient had the virus 

(b) the virus played little or no part in the fatality. 
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We are told that in this "pandemic emergency" hospitals are now overcrowded, "like a war zone" 

etc. 

 

In such an atmosphere, under extreme pressure, how often will an exhausted, overworked doctor 

decide to "mention" Covid on the death certificate, rather than perform an exhaustive post-death 

analysis? 

 

Visit the ONS yourself and look at the data - very detailed statistics are right there. Well over 90% 

of all "Covid deaths"  concern people who are very, very sick or very, very old to start with. But the 

newspapers obsess on a handful of  younger, apparently healthy victims (whose deaths have yet to 

be analysed in detail) as if the entire population is poised to collapse and die at any moment -a 

blatant and disgraceful distortion of the truth. 

 

On the back of media hysteria, panic and fake news, the UK has become a literal fascist state. Am I 

exaggerating?  Really? I can -and will be arrested if I cross the street and meet three other friends 

in the house opposite. (While Chinese and Italian bankers fly into Heathrow unchallenged, 

untested). I will be driven out of the public park and fined if I sit down in the sunshine (while 

African benefit tourists cross the channel in a dinghy, are escorted to shore, given free 

accomodation, food and money. Could be carrying Zika virus, Dengue fever, leprosy, AIDS, let alone 

Coronavirus).  

 

The so-called "Minister of Health" yesterday threatened the public that unless they get back into 

their cages he will "ban outdoor exercise altogether". Not fascist enough for you? … they let you 

walk in the park in Nazi Germany. Coronavirus isn't the enemy. The government is.  

 

GOVERNMENT & GOOGLE ARE CENSORING THIS BLOG AND MANY OTHERS. PLEASE SHARE AND 

REPOST THESE ARTICLES ON YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA   

Ian Andrew Patrick 

at April 08, 2020  
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1 comment: 

1.  

Unknown9 April 2020 at 03:17 

excellent statement of facts, such a pity that the general public are so brainwashed 

and kept in the dark. sinister times. 
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